
CONTENT DEPENDENT IMAGE SAMPLING USINGMATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGYAppliation to texture mappingETIENNE DECENCIERE FERRANDIERE,BEATRIZ MARCOTEGUI and FERNAND MEYERCentre de Morphologie MathematiqueEole Nationale Superieure des Mines de Paris35, rue Saint Honore, 77305 Fontainebleau, FraneTel: +33 1 64 69 48 09, fax: +33 1 64 69 47 07Email: deeniere�mm.ensmp.frAbstrat. Interativity has beome one of the main objetives of multimedia appliations.Texture mapping tehniques are essential to allow its development, but they all have onepoint in ommon: they are not ontent dependent. In this paper the development of ontentdependent texture mapping tehniques is studied. A ontent dependent sampling proess,based on a referene image whih indiates the importane given to eah pixel of the originalimage, is proposed. Two methods of building the referene image by means of morphologialtools are desribed. This ontent dependent sampling method is used to build a mipmap, alassial struture used in texture mapping.Key words: image sampling, ontent dependent sampling, texture mapping1. IntrodutionMultimedia interative appliations are rapidly developing. This enhaned in-terativity and new freedom needs to be supported by texture rendering tools.Di�erent texture mapping tehniques exist [7℄, but, as long as we know, theyall have one point in ommon: they are not ontent dependent. This meansthat images with di�erent ontent will be treated the same way, and that in-side one image all pixels are also proessed without taking into aount their\meaning". For example imagine a 3D sene featuring a notie-board hangingfrom a textured wall. The wall and the text will be rendered exatly in thesame way. However, it ould be interesting to better preserve the details of thetext than the details of the wall texture, for instane.In this artile we fous on the downsampling problem. Note however thatontent based upsampling algorithms have also been reently developed in thesame ontext by Albiol and Serra [1℄.In lassial omputer graphis, the treatment of a texture pixel dependsonly on its position. In the present work, we will analyze the ontent of thetexture image and downsample it depending on the importane assoiated toeah pixel. To this end, a ontent dependent sampling method based on a ref-



2 ETIENNE DECENCIERE FERRANDIERE ET AL.erene image whih indiates the importane given to eah pixel of the originalimage is presented. Two methods for building the referene image that makeuse of mathematial morphology are proposed. Moreover, we will apply thesedownsampling tehniques to texture mapping using mipmaps.In order to test the resulting texture rendering algorithms in real time on-ditions, and to ompare them with existing tehniques, we have hosen MESA,a freeware implementation of OpenGL (Open Graphis Library), a software in-terfae to graphis hardware. OpenGL is one of the leading produts in its �eld.It is based on an open spei�ation and many implementations are available.It is widely used by graphis software developers.2. Content dependent samplingWe refer the reader interested by a review on texture mapping tehniques toan artile by Hekbert [7℄. The tehniques desribed in this review do not takeinto aount the ontents of the image when downsampling.Mathematial morphology has already been applied to image sampling [5,6, 8, 10℄. In these works the aim was to simplify the image before sampling,in order to keep only those details that ould be represented at the lower res-olution level. In that sense these non-linear approahes already were ontentdependent, but in our ase we want to develop tools that will enable us to pre-serve some details that are onsidered important, even if they are theoretiallytoo small (the theoretial limit being given by the Shannon sampling theorem),while avoiding aliasing. Of ourse, this will only be possible if there is enoughplae in the image. In that sense, our work is inspired from [3, 4℄.2.1. A general framework for image samplingThe simplest downsampling method is point sampling. It an be analyzed inthe following way: the original image I is partitioned into regular 2� 2 squarebloks, and within eah blok the �rst pixel (in the video sanning order) iskept in order to build the sampled image J . We will denote B(x; y) the blokomposed of pixels f(2x; 2y); (2x + 1; 2y); (2x; 2y + 1); (2x + 1; 2y + 1)g. Thisproedure is illustrated by �gure 1.
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CONTENT DEPENDENT IMAGE SAMPLING 3Let R be a grey level image the same size as I , whose pixel values are de�nedby: R(x; y) = 1 if x and y are even; (1)R(x; y) = 0 otherwise: (2)Then the point sampling operator an be expressed as follows:J(x; y) = XP2B(x;y)R(P )I(P ): (3)But why should we hoose the �rst pixel in eah blok? The only reasonis that its oordinates are even. The question then is whether it would notbe better to keep the most interesting pixels among the four, or even betterto ombine the four pixels in some way. This leads us to the de�nition of ageneral sampling operator based on a referene image.De�nition: Referene sampling Let 
 be an operator whih takes as inputone olor image I of size n�m (the original image) and one grey level image R(the referene image) of same size and whih gives bak an image J of halftheir size (n2 � m2 ): J = 
(I; R): (4)
 is a referene sampling operator if and only if:J(x; y) = (
(I; R))(x; y) =8<: PP2B(x;y) R(P )I(P )PP2B(x;y) R(P ) if PP2B(x;y)R(P ) 6= 014PP2B(x;y) I(P ) otherwise (5)This means that in order to ompute the value of the sampled image pixelJ(x; y) we ompute a onvolution of the pixels of I belonging to B(x; y) usingas weights the respetive values of R.Existing downsampling methods an be desribed via referene sampling.For example, a lassial downsampling method based on onvolution an bewritten as: In+1(x; y) = 14 XP2B(x;y) In(P ) (6)Using the above de�nition, this an be expressed as a referene samplingwhere the referene image is onstant. The fat that this sampling method isnot ontent dependent learly appears here: the values of the referene imagedo not depend on the pixel values of the original image.Preisely, the main interest of referene sampling is that it allows the on-strution of ontent dependent downsampling methods. The value in the ref-erene image of a pixel P indiates its importane: the higher its value, thebetter it will be represented after downsampling.



4 ETIENNE DECENCIERE FERRANDIERE ET AL.The next step is the onstrution of the referene image R. Here is wheremorphologial tools ome into play. They will allow us to identify interestingpixels.2.2. From the morphologial gradient to the morphologial Lapla-ianFrom now on, for the sake of larity, we will only onsider grey level images.The generalization to olor images is easy thanks to the fat that we will onlyuse morphologial operators to ompute the referene image, and not to proessthe texture image itself. When applying these operators to a olor image, wewill in fat apply them to its luminane.Interesting points in an image (maxima and minima, rest points) belong tohigh gradient regions. This is why we �rst tested the morphologial gradientas referene image. However the gradient proved to be insatisfatory for thisappliation for one main reason: not all high gradient points are interesting(for example slanted planes or noise produe high gradients).Therefore we looked for an operator with a higher disrimination fator,and we found the morphologial Laplaian, de�ned as:LS(I) = ÆS(I) + �S(I)� 2I; (7)where ÆS and �S respetively denote the morphologial dilation and erosion,and S denotes the used struturing element.Contrary to the gradient, the Laplaian may have negative values, whihare as meaningful as positive ones. In order to build the referene image wetake the absolute value of the Laplaian. Hene the sampling operator an bewritten: J = 
(I; jLS(I)j); (8)where j:j denotes the absolute value operator. The seond olumn of �gure 3shows two downsampling steps using this method. The original image is givenby �gure 2. In smooth areas the result is pratially the same as the lassialsampling method based on onvolution (onstant referene image), but in highontrasted areas ontrast is preserved without introduing any aliasing.2.3. Using the morphologial tophat to detet detailsNow we are going to detet details in a more expliit way using the tophattransform [9℄.However, we annot diretly use the result of the tophat as a refereneimage; by doing so we would favor noise. We have to �lter the tophat imagesin order to extrat only the meaningful details. To this aim we use a hysteresisthreshold followed by an area �lter in order to obtain a binary image indiatinginteresting details. Finally we take the intersetion between this binary imageand the original tophat image in order to reover the grey levels of the details.After applying this �ltering step to the white tophat and the blak tophat ofthe original image, we obtain two referene images. The �rst Rw orresponds



CONTENT DEPENDENT IMAGE SAMPLING 5to the light details in the original image, and the seond Rb to the dark details.The �nal referene image is built by taking the supremum of both images:R = RwWRb.The resulting downsamplig operator has been applied to our test image in�gure 3 (third olumn). Note that preserved details are proportionally largerthan in the original image, whih might not be onvenient for all appliations,but in many ases this feature is be interesting.2.4. Comparison and ommentsWe have presented two methods for omputing referene images. We haveapplied them to one test image, showing text and rih textures. Figure 3 sum-marizes the results and allows to ompare them with the lassial downsamplingmethod based on onvolution.

Fig. 2. Test 2: Original image (256 � 256).Note that the three sampling methods perform similarly in smooth regions.Di�erenes appear in non-smooth areas like texture rih regions and near bor-ders. Despite the fat that the representation of these images in this doumentannot allow detailed viewing, it an be appreiated that images sampled withthe Laplaian method are slightly less blurred than the images obtained withthe lassial onvolution method. As noted previously, this has been ahievedwithout introduing any visible aliasing. The improvement brought by thetophat method is more visible. More details are preserved from one downsam-pling level to the next. For example text in images downsampled with thetophat method is easier to read.



6 ETIENNE DECENCIERE FERRANDIERE ET AL.

Fig. 3. Comparison of sampling results; the �rst line orresponds to the �rst downsamplingstep (image sizes are 128�128), and the seond line to the seond downsampling ( image sizesare 64 � 64). First olumn: onstant referene image. Seond olumn: Laplaian sampling.Third olumn: Tophat samplingBefore onluding, we explain how to apply these ontent dependent sam-pling methods to texture mapping.3. Appliation to texture mapping3.1. MipmappingA lassial lass of texture mapping methods is based on the pre-alulation ofa set of smaller versions of the original texture image I0. If I0 is of size n�m,then a pyramid is built with images Ii of size n2i � m2i . This pyramid is alleda MIP map (MIP stands for the Latin phrase Multum In Parvo whih meansmany things in a small plae). These strutures were �rst applied to texturemapping in [2℄. They an be built and used in di�erent ways.3.2. ConstrutionA possible way of building a mipmap is reursively. Let Ii be the i-th level ofthe mipmap. Ii is thus an image of size n2i � m2i . With a referene samplingoperator 
 we an reursively ompute the pyramid using the rule:Ii+1 = 
(Ii; Ri): (9)However if we proeed this way, in some ases image details ould survivealong several mipmap levels, whih ould be annoying for some appliations.We propose here an alternate mipmap onstrution method whih uses ontentdependent operators but that ensures that small details will be kept only inone mipmap level.



CONTENT DEPENDENT IMAGE SAMPLING 7Let I0 be the original texture image, 
 be the referene sampling operator,and g be the funtion that omputes the referene image from a texture image.We want to build a mipmap starting from I0: (I0; I1; I2; : : :). Let Kn be aonstant referene image the same size as In. Then the reursive proedure tobuild a mipmap whih only preserves small details during one mipmap level isde�ned by: Ismooth0 = I0; (10)Ismoothn+1 = 
(Ismoothn ;Kn); (11)In+1 = 
(Ismoothn ; g(Ismoothn ):) (12)This means that we build a parallel smooth mipmap struture(Ismooth0 ; Ismooth1 ; Ismooth2 ; : : :) and that we apply a ontent dependent samplingoperator to ompute In+1 from Ismoothn .3.3. ImplementationWe have implemented the general referene downsampling method, as wellas the two referene image onstrution methods (Laplaian method, tophatsampling) using XLIM3D, a mathematial morphology library developed at theCenter of Mathematial Morphology.The referene sampling proedure itself is very fast. The omputation ofthe referene image may be slower, depending on the hosen method. Forinstane the Laplaian method is very fast, requiring only the omputation ofone dilation and one erosion, but the tophat method an take longer. It is notthe omputation of the tophat that takes most time, but the �ltering step: thereonstrution used in the hysteresis threshold, as well as the area �ltering, mayrequire many iterations. However, thanks to the algorithms used in XLIM3D,whih are based on hierarhial queues, we an now use these operators in realtime. Finally, note that the onstrution of the mipmap is not as ritial as itsuse during the rendering proess.The resulting mipmaps have been used within MESA, an implementationof OpenGL. The resulting texture mappings preserve the details better thanthe lassial methods.4. ConlusionA general sampling method, alled referene sampling, has been de�ned. Itgeneralizes some lassial downsampling strategies and moreover it allows theonstrution of ontent dependent downsampling operators.Using the morphologial Laplaian and the tophat operator two ontentdependent downsampling operators, whih aim at keeping meaningful imagedetails, have been proposed.Finally, it has been explained how to build and use mipmaps based on theseontent dependent sampling operators. Their implementation under MESAgives interesting results.A ertain number of questions remain. What sampling method should weuse? What values should we give to the parameters? The sampling method



8 ETIENNE DECENCIERE FERRANDIERE ET AL.an be hosen aording to the original texture image. If it is very smooth,then the Laplaian method should be used. Otherwise, the tophat method ismore interesting. The parameters used by the tophat algorithm an also beadapted to the image: the higher their values, the less the details that will bekept.These hoies an be made on the spot, after analyzing the image, or besomehow inluded with the image. For example the omposer of the 3D seneould hoose the sampling tehnique for the textures he uses.Finally, note that MPEG-4 provides a very interesting framework for theappliation of these new texture mapping tehniques: eah Video Objet ouldbe assoiated to one of these sampling tehniques.Referenes1. A. Albiol and J. Serra. Morphologial image enlargements. Journal of Visual Commu-niation and Image Representation, 8(4):367{383, Deember 1997.2. E. Catmull. A subdivison algorithm for omputer display of urved surfaes. PhDthesis, University of Utah, Deember 1974.3. E. Deeni�ere. Ehantillonnage morphologique et r�edution d'images. Tehnial reportN-05/95/MM, Eole des Mines de Paris, Paris, Marh 1995.4. E. Deeni�ere Ferrandi�ere, B. Marotegui, and F. Meyer. Appliation de la morphologiemath�ematique au mipmapping. In CORESA'98, June 1998.5. D.A.F. Florênio and R.W. Shafer. Critial morphologial sampling and its appliationsto image oding. In Mathematial Morphology and its Appliations to Image Proessing(Proeedings ISMM'94), pages 109{116, September 1994.6. R.M. Haralik, X. Zhuang, C. Lin, and J.S.J. Lee. The digital morphologial samplingtheorem. IEEE Transations on Aoustis, Speeh and Signal Proessing, 37:2067{2090,Deember 1989.7. P.S. Hekbert. Survey of texture mapping. IEEE Computer Graphis and Appliations,6(11):56{67, November 1986.8. H.J.A.M. Heijmans and A. Toet. Morphologial sampling. Computer Vision, Graphis,and Image Proessing: Image Understanding, 54:384{400, November 1991.9. F. Meyer. Cytologie quantitative et morphologie math�ematique. PhD thesis, Eole desMines de Paris, Paris, 1979.10. J. Serra. A sampling approah based on equiontinuity. In J. Serra and P. Soille, edi-tors, Mathematial Morphology and its Appliations to Image Proessing (ProeedingsISMM'94), pages 117{124, September 1994.


